Bring & Battle III is a team tournament.
What does this mean?
1) You must team up with another player and form an alliance. This is a great opportunity to
bring along someone new to the game. This alliance can be betwixt any armies that you see
fit. But a bonus is reaped by those who seek out thematic alliances, name their heroes and
deliver a backstory for the alliance. While it should not be necessary to spell out all examples
here are some examples of thematic alliances: Two greenskin armies, forming a big waaagh.
Dark elf and greenskins. And here are some examples of unthematic alliances: Lizardmen and
Chaos, High elf and Dark elf, Dwarfs and Goblins.
2) You must include three variatations of your armylist – one of 750 points, one of 1,000 points,
and one of 1,250 points. The 750 points must be contained fully intact in the 1,000 points, and
the 1,000 points must be contained fully intact in the 1,250 points.
3) You must choose in your army a personal avatar – the hero that represents you. Your avatar
must be included in all three lists mentioned above.
If bonus is granted choose one (one use, whole day): 3 rerolls or one automatic LD pass or 6” bonus
move for one unit (can still charge).

ARMYLISTS
Lists must be written and handed in by September 30th to drtheviking@gmail.com

ADDITIONAL TEAM RULES
All games are played as 2 vs 2. Before a game roll on the following table for each side:

1d3
Points available
1
1500
2
1750
3
2000
This is the points you have available for your combined army in the battle. Combine two of your
team’s lists to meet the points total.

The scenario that is to be played is determined by the points totals:
Points difference
0
250
500

1-3
Take the field
Belated assault
Ambush

4-6
Defenestrate the Wizard
Defend the tower
Defend The Village

Two armies in one:





Each army on each team has a general. An army in a team, can only use its own general for
leadership purposes but breaking from combat goes both ways.
Winds of magic cards are drawn for the team, and the players may then distribute them as
they see fit. Except if their avatars are out of reach (see below.).
A team takes their turn together – so there are still only two “player turns” per game turn.
If situations arise that are not covered by the above, use common sense, agree among the
players, or as a last resort, call on the organizer.

Personal avatar:







Players on a team are only allowed to communicate about the battle if the personal avatars are
within 18’’ of each other. No communication, written or oral, is allowed if the avatars are out
of this range. The only exception to this is during deployment, where the players can freely
discuss all their intents and actions.
If the avatars are out of range, the Wind of Magic cards are distributed evenly at random
between the two commanders, if both commanders have wizards, without the possibility of
further optimizing. If one side does not have a wizard, they get no Winds of Magic cards. If
both sides have no wizards, they randomly share again (for dispels of course).
If players communicate anyway, the opposition is allowed to deal 1 wound of damage (no
saves of any kind) to a target of their choosing.
Obviously, if in a multiplayer battle, either player’s avatar dies, the players may no longer
communicate about the battle.

Avatar experience: After each battle roll on the table below in the column that corresponds best to
the situation at the end of the battle:
1d6

Badly Wounded: Avatar
Died

Heroic: Avatar survived
and killed enemies

Coward: Avatar unscathed, but
didn’t kill any enemies

1
2
3
4
5
6
Notes:

-1 M
-1 WS
-1 BS
-1S
-1 W
-1 I

+1 LD
+1 WS
+1 S
+1 W
1 RR
2 RR

-1 LD & -1 I
-1 LD
-1 I
-1 A
TURN2
TURN1

If a stat would become 0 as a result of a roll on this table move to the result one row down the
column.
TURNX – this implies that the figure is not deployed until the end of round X. Effectively the avatar
is not part of the game until then.
X RR – X rerolls are granted to the avatar, for use on himself or one figure in his army. You can only
reroll the whole roll – not a single die. The reroll may be rerolled if you have more rerolls.

1. GREET YOUR OPPONENT, AND INFORM THEM
WHICH ARMIES YOU PLAY
2. ROLL TO SEE WHAT SIZE FORCE IS AVAILABLE
3. ROLL TO CHOOSE SCENARIO
4. CHOOSE WHICH ARMY LISTS YOU WILL USE
5. ROLL TO CHOOSE SIDES
6. DEPLOY
7. ROLL TO START (+1 TO ROLL, IF YOU DIDN’T
CHOOSE SIDES)

TAKE THE FIELD
As per the rulebook (roll for raid the camp)

DEFENESTRATE THE WIZARD
As per ‘Take the tower’ but additionally: A mighty wizard is hiding in a tower in the middle of the
board. He will hurl fireballs (d6 S4 at 24”, no AS, fire damage) at the nearest unit at the end of each
team turn. To defeat the wizard a hero or champion must enter the tower and beat him in mortal
combat (a challenge). Once the challenge is ongoing only the wizard and the champion can be in the
tower. Any units must wait outside. The wizard does not throw fireballs during the challenge.
Other characters can enter the tower also, but then are part of the challenge (3 models fighting,
randomize wizards attacks). The wizard is armed with a sharp sword and has the following profile:
M
4

WS
4

BS
3

S
4

T
4

W
3

I
5

A
3

LD
8

BELATED ASSAULT
The attacker is the army with more points. The attacker sets aside minimum 500 points chosen
between the two players and put these in reserve. These will arrive at the end of turn 2 from a table
edge chosen by the defenders. If at any point, either army has no models on the table, it forfeits the
game.
Objectives: The battlefield is divided into 5 objective zones as shown on the map below. Whoever
controls (has more scoring units there than their opponents) more zones at the end of the battle wins.
The central circle has a 12” radius.

DEFEND THE TOWER
The defender is the side with less points. As take the tower except, the tower starts in the possession
of the defenders (may place one unit in it)

AMBUSH
From Warhammer 6th ed. The defender is the side with more points. No objective, only VP. Defender
deploys first, all units must face towards the same table edge. Any scouts are not deployed. The
attacker deploys. At least 1/3 of their army must be in each deployment zone. Scouts are deployed.
The attacker takes first turn.

DEFEND THE VILLAGE
As ‘Take the Village’ except that the village (3 houses, evenly spaced) is set up by the attacker
between 3” and 12” from the long table edge of the defenders’ deployment zone. Defending units may
deploy directly in the houses.

WINNING CONDITIONS
When the battle is over, count the points values of slain and fleeing enemy units (including regiments
that have been raised or summoned by magic during the battle). A regiment reduced to 25 percent or
less of its original number of troops (including regimental champions) is worth half its point value.
When calculating who has won, war machines with no crew or permanently unable to shoot count as
slain as well.

The objective is worth 50 percent of the points value of the armies involved (largest army if using
different amounts of points). I.e. in a 2000 pts battle, the objective is worth 1000 pts.
Margin of
<10 %
10 %
win
Win type
Draw
Minor
Points (w/l)
4/4
5/4
*Unbelievably incredible legendary victory

25 %

50 %

100 %

149 %

Normal
6/3

Major
7/2

Ultimate
8/1

UILV*
9/0

What if I cannot find another player to team up with?
If you cannot find anyone to team up with go announce it on the Facebook group. Surely someone will
pop up. Any stragglers, that have signed on without a teammate, will be paired up as best as possible
in unthematic alliances. I hope this wont be necessary though.
Can I use unpainted miniatures?
No.
What counts as painted?
If in doubt, it is not painted.
Can I change the outfit of my units/heroes from list to list?
You are allowed to add to the units or the heroes, as long as the unit still contains the complete outfit
from the previous lower points list. Example: Dr. Death includes a Dwarf Hero with shield, flying
hammer and heavy armour in his 750 list. In the 1,000 points list he upgrades him to have a potion of
strength also, but includes all the items from the 750 points list still. Dr. Death also had a 20 strong
unit of Dwarf Warriors in his 750 points list. In the 1,000 points list he adds shields to them and adds
another 5 Dwarfs. Both of these examples are perfectly OK.
This is too complicated; can you help me make a list?
No. But I can offer the followed advice: If you first make a legal 750 points list, and then add 250
points of regiments, you have your 750 and 1,000 points lists. Now for the 1,250 you can either add
more regiments, or only monsters/warmachines/characters for 250 points. Or a mix. This is an easy
way to make the lists without fiddling too much.
The fireball wizard in the Defenestrate the wizard scenario is too powerful!
I don’t think so – try playing the scenario. If you advance upon the tower and put in a challenge, you
will most likely receive one or two rounds of fireballs. But you will also gain control of the objective,
which is a good way to win. In addition, there are many units that can withstand a S4 attack, so see to
it that you screen with for instance a giant or some chaff if you are concerned about losing models.

